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LUMI AUDIO Launches Wireless Audio Solutions for
Multi-Room and Whole House Installations
Finally, a wireless audio product that provides a solid choice for streaming audio in Multi-Room, Multi-Channel,
Multi-User audio applications!
The best and most affordable choice in quality sounding ceiling speakers with advanced wireless streaming
capability has arrived. LUMI AUDIO introduces the WSP-6 of Wi-Fi Ceiling Speakers and FLC-6BT of Bluetooth
Ceiling speakers. The new multi-room ceiling speakers provide the perfect solutions for consumers seeking the
convenience of wireless audio without sacrificing audio performance and listening experience.
MULTI-ROOM
play the same audio in different rooms

MULTI-CHANNEL
play any audio to a single speaker

MULTI-USER
different users control the source audio

WI-FI CEILING SPEAKER - WSP-6
The WSP-6 incorporates the latest Class D amplifier and Wi-Fi technologies available today. The 6.5’’ 2-Way
coaxially designed speaker delivers incredible stereo Hi-Fi sound that rivals speakers costing hundreds of dollars
more. A Kevlar® Woven Cone Woofer delivers realistic lows while the Titanium tweeter reproduces highs with
extreme accuracy and detail.
The versatility of the WSP-6 allows it to be used as a single source (L/R stereo) speaker or in an Active/Passive
configuration by adding a secondary speaker.
Content is controlled using a free downloadable Wi-Fi music APP (available in iOS or Android) that allows music
to be streamed from popular internet services or from a home network or mobile device. Users can send
content to individual speakers, assign left and right channels, or group speakers together for true multi-room
audio. Music continues to play even if a call is taken while streaming audio from a phone.
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PLAY/CONTROL/EXPLORE YOUR MUSIC - All Via Your Tablet or Phone

WSP-6 Overview Video
Click to Watch

Best of all, the WSP-6 is priced to deliver sound profits for the installer/reseller. The quality sound and
construction combined with versatile installation applications make the WSP-6 the perfect choice to offer
today’s discriminating audio buyers.

BLUETOOTH CEILING SPEAKER - FLC-6BT
Similar with the configuration of WSP-6 Wi-Fi speaker, the FLC-6BT is
a 2-Way Kevlar® ceiling speaker that offers Bluetooth streaming
audio connectivity combined with an audio performance that pleases
user’s ears. The Bluetooth 4.1 advanced wireless streaming audio
pairs up quickly to any Bluetooth enabled device. Perfect for
bathrooms, laundry rooms, and covered patios.
Contact LUMI AUDIO for more information or visit our Booth at
ISE: 1-E60
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About LUMI AUDIO
Located in the port city of Ningbo, China, LUMI AUDIO has quickly grown to be one of the finest choices in
audio OEM/ODM product design and manufacturing. LUMI AUDIO offers products for both the home and
commercial markets including in-wall, ceiling, on-wall, outdoor, home, marine speakers and amplifiers that
incorporate the latest streaming technologies and quality materials. LUMI AUDIO provides every customer with
exceptional, world-class tech support and customer service.
Ms. Abby Feng, General Manager
Email: info@lumiaudio.cn
Website: www.lumiaudio.cn

